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FROM IP TO SOP AND BEYOND,
SPRINT POWER STANDS OUT
FROM THE CROWD
SP:01 – WE ARE SPECIALISTS in electrical
systems integration and electrical propulsion
systems engineering with the scale to deliver.
With a team of over 80 engineers, we have
the capabilities, skills and experience to focus
on the delivery of the very best solutions
for the customer.

SP:02 – WE DEVELOP THE LEGO BRICKS to
help build the products and EVs of the future
through the continuous development of our
technical platforms. From physical components,
through to controls software and safety systems,
each product is designed to accelerate our
customer programmes.
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Learn more about
our combined
expertise,
capabilities and
where we fit within
the low carbon
vehicle landscape

Whether it’s
providing
consultancy services
or delivering
complete electrical
propulsion systems,
discover more about
what we do
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We provide design
and manufacturing
expertise in system
architecture,
power distribution,
harnesses, cables
and assemblies

We support the
full development
lifecycle of
all electronic
hardware and
software, including
the mechanical
implementation of
power electronic
components
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Case Study
– Wireless
charging

SP:03 – WE BUILD PARTNERSHIPS that are
open, honest and long-lasting, meaning that we
can deliver what the client needs from initial
contact right through to programme delivery.
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Learn more about
our involvement in
two UK Government
funded projects that
aim to demonstrate
the suitability of
wireless charging
solutions for taxi
and commercial fleet
users

What we do

Power
Electronics
Development
& Supply

The Customer
Journey – From
Concept to
Production
We possess the
expertise, equipment
and facilities to
manage the complete
product development
lifecycle, from
concept initiation,
through to
prototype creation
and then on to full
series production
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We are fully
equipped to design
and integrate full
electric vehicle
architectures
including energy
storage and chassis
electronics systems

– We can design and
develop bespoke
high voltage battery
systems in spaceefficient and costeffective packages
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We perform systems
analysis and offer
turnkey HiL and SiL
simulation solutions.
Our software is
designed to meet
ISO 26262 safety
requirements

Learn more about
our technical
partnership with
Gordon Murray
Automotive to
develop, design
and manufacture
the systems and
complete electrical
architecture for its
highly anticipated
T.50 supercar
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EV Systems
Design &
Integration

Control System
Design &
Implementation

Governance
& Control
For each project,
we take objective
business standards
to deliver a rigorous
project approach.
We always strive
to make a positive,
ethical and
sustainable impact
in everything we do

Battery Systems
Development &
Supply

Case study –
Gordon Murray
Automotive

Work For Us
As Sprint Power
continues to grow,
we are always on the
look-out for talented
engineers who are
passionate about
designing the latest
EV and low carbon
technologies. Why
not get in touch?
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What we do

About Sprint Power
Founded in October 2018, Sprint Power specialises in the design
and integration of advanced vehicle electrification systems. Having
developed its own suite of proprietary technologies, Sprint Power
provides innovative vehicle electrification solutions to a varied client
base that includes global automotive manufacturers, motorsport
teams, mass transportation providers, local authorities and defence
organisations.
A rapidly growing and highly skilled team of over 80 engineers, many
of which arrived from world-renowned automotive manufacturers,
have collectively delivered many projects for OEMs, Tier 1 suppliers and
specialist engineering businesses, including electrification, autonomous,
hydrogen fuel cell and F1 programmes. The Sprint Power team draws
on this collective experience to develop the latest electric architectures,
high-performance electric and hybrid powertrains and bespoke battery
systems. Each product is designed to help manufacturers develop
vehicles that are truly fit for today’s low carbon, electric revolution.

We combine innovative thinking
with extensive experience to fully
support our customers in taking
the lead in vehicle electrification.
Sprint Power is here to help
shape the future of mobility
Richie Frost, Founder and CEO,
Sprint Power

Sprint Power delivers complete EV propulsion systems and electrical
systems integration from initial concept to production. Working across
sectors including automotive, motorsport, off-highway and marine, we
offer everything from consultancy services within a core competence to
the delivery of complete systems, each made possible by our extensive
range of capabilities.
Our Teams
Battery Systems

Control Systems

Electrical

Systems &
Integration

Electronics

Mechanical

Prototype Lab

Quality & PMO

What we do
Vehicle Powertrain
Simulation & EV
Architecture Design

Battery Systems Design
and Development

EV Powertrain
Integration

High and Low voltage
Distribution Systems
Design and Development

Power Electronics Design
and Development

Control System Design
and Implementation

Consultancy
Projects

Prototype
Development
& Supply

Production
Development
Programmes
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Motorsport

Aerospace

Marine

Automotive

Commercial
Vehicles

Off-Highway
& Defence
Energy
Power &
Storage
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EV Systems Design
& Integration

We offer functional safety analysis across all levels and have a broad
range of experience in developing products, from systems engineering,
hardware and software development to testing, production support,
servicing and decommissioning. We also specialise in process
improvement and functional safety management.
Our teams can support 12V, 48V, 400V and 800V applications and
can manage the integration with the vehicle’s chassis and body
control systems.
Our advanced high-voltage laboratory located on site at
Sprint Power is equipped with the latest rapid prototyping and
test equipment, enabling our team to go from virtual design
and simulation to testing hardware in a very short timescale,
accelerating our development programmes to meet tight timelines.
Along with extensive design and simulation expertise, our technical
teams can integrate complex powertrain systems into both existing
and future vehicle platforms. Our engineers are highly skilled with
extensive calibration and system validation experience to ensure
each product is robust, durable and provides ongoing reliability.
Taking a systems approach to what we do means
we always ensure we produce class leading systems
that meet the requirements of our customers
Anthony Richmond, Chief Engineer, Systems & Integration

Sprint Power is fully equipped to design complete bespoke
electrical architectures and systems suitable for the next generation
of electrified vehicles, including BEV, hybrid, plug-in hybrid and
fuel-cell powertrains. Starting with the high-level features, attributes
and requirements, we work with our customers to develop the
best solution, combining the best technologies available for the
end customer’s needs. Using our simulation tools along with the
experience and data gained from years of experience working with
every type of EV powertrain, we are able to simulate the potential
benefits of each architecture to find the best solution.
We pride ourselves in taking a systematic approach to everything
we do, working through every step in the ‘V cycle’, from initial
requirements elicitation through to test and sign-off. We ensure
that we deliver all the requirements of the system to deliver highperforming, safe and class-leading products for our customers.
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Battery Systems
Development & Supply

We have also developed our own Battery Management System (BMS)
that is compliant with the latest ISO standards which enables us to
accelerate our customer programmes. Having invested in this highly
flexible, production-ready BMS, Sprint Power can provide a seamless
transition through the development process to production, reducing
risk, project timing and costs.
To deliver the challenging requirements many of our customers have,
we take a holistic systems approach to the design and development
process. We often look for opportunities to integrate associated
functions and components into our battery packs to improve system
efficiency, reduce weight, improve package space and provide a
more cost-effective development programme and product. Examples
include integrating DC/DC converters and charging interfaces, saving
the client time and money.
We support our customers from initial concept engineering, through
prototype development, validation testing and onto production. We
offer support ranging from packages of specialist consultancy support
to full production programmes using robust design methodologies
and proven processes to create advanced and competitive battery
systems for use across the entire low carbon mobility landscape.

As the world is moving towards an all-electric future, the demand
for bespoke battery systems that meet the target vehicle
requirements for capacity in space, mass and cost-effective
packages continues to soar. Sprint Power’s engineers work tirelessly
to ensure the latest high voltage energy storage systems can
overcome these challenges, so that more people can enjoy the
many benefits associated with electric vehicles.

Although we are a young company, our battery development
team have been in the business of developing bespoke battery
systems over the past 10 to 15 years, across both hybrid and
electric vehicle applications and multiple vehicle types. This
depth of experience, along with our investment in development
tools and facilities, enables Sprint Power to deliver unique,
lightweight and highly integrated battery systems to meet the
increasingly challenging requirements of our clients.
Stephen Doyle, Chief Engineer, Battery Systems

At Sprint Power we are working with many cell manufacturers,
working to integrate the most appropriate cell technologies into
our battery systems to suit the requirements of the end user. We
have a deep understanding of the cell characteristics through our
own cell characterisation testing, as well as our partners test data,
to ensure we have actual performance data to work with during our
cell selection and battery development process. This enables us to
integrate the most appropriate cell technologies into our module
and pack designs with a strong level of confidence that they will
deliver class leading battery systems.
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Electrical Systems
Development & Supply

Sprint Power can design and manufacture high and low voltage
systems that are fully optimised for today’s electrification revolution.
Our technical design specialists work with clients to understand their
key requirements, while our manufacturing facilities allow the team
to cater for low to medium volume production.
Our engineering capabilities are widely applicable, which enable
us to service a wide range of clients from different sectors, including
automotive, motorsports, marine, defence, and off-highway
transportation. Our electrical engineers and technicians have
extensive knowledge and experience in designing and developing
electrical architectures, high-voltage sub systems and complete
cable and harness assemblies.

Following a rigorous research and development process, Sprint
Power’s advanced manufacturing facility enables engineers to
produce high and low voltage systems, power distribution units and
complete electrical architectures, equipped to perform in the most
advanced and efficient low carbon vehicles.
We follow a detailed analysis and verification process to
ensure each of our development prototype designs undergoes
comprehensive evaluation before series production begins
Andrew Butler, Chief Engineer, Electrical Systems

Sprint Power’s engineers have the ability to design harness
routing and partitioning for mass optimisation, using the latest
3D environment packaging and component modelling techniques.
Our advanced high-voltage laboratory enables the team’s engineers
to rapid prototype and test the designs on-site, enabling us to deliver
programmes with very tight time constraints.
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Power Electronics
Development & Supply

Sprint Power’s products can be used across the entire low-carbon
mobility space including BEVs, FCEVs, HEVs and PHEVs, and within
different applications including off-highway vehicles, marine and
motorsport applications. Each product is designed to meet the
appropriate legal and legislative standards, including environmental,
electrical and mechanical statutes.

Our advanced technical facilities provide
rapid prototyping and component level
testing capability to support our development
programmes. Our development process ensures
each design is comprehensively evaluated
to deliver a production ready solution
Roland Takacs, Principal Engineer,
Power Electronics and Systems

Sprint Power’s capabilities include the full development lifecycle of
advanced power electronics systems. The design of both analogue
and power electronics circuits can be carried out in-house, enabling
the company to deliver full turnkey solutions. The creation of stateof-the-art hardware and software involves a process that covers
every part of the ‘V cycle’, including requirements capture, design,
implementation, verification and compliance.
Our electronics engineers are specialised in schematics, circuit
layouts and integrated mechanical development for automotive
power electronic components. These include ECUs for powertrain,
body and chassis systems, fuel-cell and high voltage battery
management units, power converters and inverters and smart power
distribution systems. Our engineers work tirelessly to ensure each
design fulfils functionality requirements as well as meeting durability,
package and mass targets.
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Control System Design
& Implementation

Testing is conducted against the system models developed in
the design phase. This Model in the Loop (MiL) testing confirms
expected operation of both the algorithms and the simulated plant
ahead of hardware availability, identifying early issues, minimising
the required hardware test time and reducing the likelihood of
component or test rig damage.
Hardware in the Loop (HiL) testing enables repeatable testing,
including in extreme operating conditions in a controlled and safe
environment. Simulation models are used to provide representative
inputs that the test piece would expect to see in its target
application.
Sprint Power has the capability to design and deliver bespoke
turnkey HIL and SIL simulation and testing solutions, as well as
providing and integrating all required components. Simulation tools
can be created to support vehicle system sizing and Model-in-Loop
validation procedures.

Our products are benchmarked against comparable
systems in the market to ensure best-in-class
capabilities. We work with our customers to support
many different types of project, from full concept to
production development programmes, to the reverse
engineering of existing control systems to support
prototype and mule vehicle development
Pavel Deutsch – Chief Engineer, Control Systems

Sprint Power’s engineers run a bespoke control strategy design
process, where we work closely with customers to extract all
requirements. Customised systems and software architectures are
created to meet all functional requirements. Control modules are
comprehensively tested and verified using offline integration tests
and real-time vehicle and labcar simulation procedures. Our team
are experienced in developing software that meets ISO26262 safety
criteria.
Our advanced in-house technical expertise enables engineers to
design control systems for a wide range of applications, including
supervisory controllers, torque vectoring systems, powertrain cooling
systems and cabin comfort control systems for electric and hybrid
vehicle applications.
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Case Study - Partnering with
Gordon Murray Automotive
Sprint Power’s extensive experience in the design, manufacture and
integration of advanced automotive electrical systems has been utilised
in a technical partnership with Gordon Murray Automotive that officially
began in early 2019. Sprint Power has been busy developing and
implementing the complete electrical architecture for the company’s
highly anticipated T.50 supercar.
Sprint Power’s engineering teams created a bespoke electrical
architecture from the ground-up that was as light as possible to minimise
the weight of the T.50, helping to deliver the performance and agility
expected of a car wearing the Gordon Murray badge. As well as being
lightweight, each electrical system had to remain durable when faced
with the T.50’s extreme performance capabilities, while also meeting the
legislative requirements for small series production.
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Much of the design and engineering work has been carried out within
Sprint Power’s state-of-the-art electronics lab that features advanced
testing equipment including climatic chambers, dynamic power
supplies and dynamic load banks. A lab car rig was designed and built
in-house specifically for the T.50 project, helping our engineers to
rapidly prototype and validate electrical systems and circuits to ensure
we were able to meet the project’s demanding timelines. We delivered
vital early systems validation for every system, from the lights, wipers
and safety systems, to the vehicle’s HMI and HVAC systems and unique
ground-effect fan.
Sprint Power’s engineers have also developed lightweight, cutting-edge
battery technologies for the T.50, all of which meet the full functional
safety requirements of a small series production road car. Today, Sprint
Power is treated as an extension of Gordon Murray’s technical family,
where our engineers actively search for innovative solutions by thinking
outside the box to overcome complex engineering challenges.
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Case Study - Delivering wireless
charging solutions
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As the UK moves away from ICE vehicles and towards the widespread
adoption of BEVs, there remains several hurdles to overcome before they
can meet the demands of all of today’s road users. While EV driving range
and charging infrastructure are both increasing year-by-year, helping to
improve the viability of owning and operating a BEV for many, the inability
for commercial users to conveniently charge on the job remains.

Sprint Power has developed a vehicle interface unit (VIU), a power
distribution module (PDM), a guidance system that allows users to
correctly align the vehicle over ground-based inductive charging pads,
and a high voltage harness system. These products and the associated
components have enabled us to convert a fleet of vehicles to charge
wirelessly. The bespoke and high-tech design will automatically
recognise which power source to draw current from, with each vehicle
featuring both wireless and plug-in charging capability. A display screen
inside the cabin of each vehicle will indicate to the user the alignment of
the wireless pads and the status of each charge.

Sprint Power has been busy working to overcome this challenge by
designing, developing and producing advanced wireless charging systems
for taxi and commercial fleet users in two UK Government-backed trials
taking place in 2021. Both aim to demonstrate the suitability of wireless
charging to overcome the impracticalities that high utilisation users have
when plugging their vehicles in during the short and frequent stops
between journeys.

Key success factors of both trials will include user acceptance and value,
the readiness of the technology and its reliability. The results will be
shared with the UK Government, and if successful, will become a code
of best practice and could subsequently be implemented by industry.
The trials come at a time when authorities around the country continue
to look at schemes aimed at improving local air quality, reducing noise
pollution and cutting carbon emissions.
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Product Spotlight –
Bespoke Power Module Unit

Despite supply chain disruptions caused by Brexit and the Covid-19
pandemic, Sprint Power took just nine months to deliver its first PMU
prototype, before meeting each subsequent deadline in the run-up to
series production beginning in Q1 2022.

To reduce the weight, size and complexity of electrical systems, there has
been an increasing demand from OEMs to integrate key electrical systems
into one single unit. Sprint Power received numerous requests for 48v power
systems where a split 48v / 12v power system was required, incorporating
the two batteries and controller, as well as a 12v/48v DCDC converter.
Packaging all these systems separately into today’s vehicles that already
have significant packaging challenges presented a significant problem.
Sprint Power therefore developed a bespoke power module unit (PMU)
in which all components could be packaged into one box, with shared
enclosures and integrated heating and cooling systems, further reducing
the need to house additional cabling, casings and mountings. Sprint Power
looked to save weight at every stage, with the finished PMU weighing in at
under 15kg.
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Project WiCET
The WiCET (Wireless Charging of Electric Taxis) trial will demonstrate
the commercial and technical viability of inductive charging for electric
taxis in medium and large cities. Wireless charging technology is
widely seen as a vital facilitator in speeding up the introduction of
electric taxi operations. The installation of wireless chargers at taxi
ranks for frequent charging can improve vehicle driving range, minimise
recharging times and provide better service availability for passengers,
while also reducing the negative impact ‘plug-in’ charging could have
on taxi drivers’ ability to do their jobs effectively.
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Ten modified LEVC TX and Nissan Dynamo electric taxis will be trialled
in the scheme in which drivers will transport members of the public
in real-world tests around Nottingham for a period of six months. The
trial will capture information such as journey distances and battery
performance data, while drivers will report back on their experiences
using the technology.
In addition to Sprint Power, the WiCET consortium includes CENEX
(Centre of Excellence for Low Carbon and Fuel Cell Technologies),
Coventry University, Nottingham City Council, Shell, Hangar 19, and
Transport for London.
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Project AMiCC
Project AMiCC (AMiCable Charging) will trial eight modified Nissan Leaf
and Nissan ENV200 models to evaluate the benefits of using wireless
charging systems for security, estate, and pool car fleets. Many of these
fleets have low downtime and high utilisation, where drivers have just a
short window to recharge the vehicle battery. With a wired connection,
this relies on the user having to plug and unplug the vehicle many times
a day. This is seen as one of the biggest barriers to transitioning these
types of fleets to electric mobility.
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By utilising advanced wireless charging technology, fleet users will
benefit from improved cable-free usability, plus easier access to charging
when vehicle downtime is short and frequent recharging is required.
An AI (Artificial Intelligence) machine learning algorithm will capture
information such as vehicle movement and optimum charging behaviour,
while drivers will report back on their experiences using the technology.
In addition to Sprint Power, which is leading on the project, the AMiCC
consortium includes the University of Warwick, the University of
Nottingham, Loughborough University, Leeds City Council and MyEVS.
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The Customer Journey From Concept to Production
Sprint Power has the expertise, equipment and facilities to manage the
complete product development lifecycle, from concept initiation, through
to prototype creation and then on to full series production. The company
can develop full turnkey solutions for electric drivelines and specific
system components for concept cars, prototypes, niche vehicles, highvolume production programmes and government funded projects.
For each project, Sprint Power’s team creates bespoke plans aimed
at delivering high quality products that meet and exceed customer
requirements, while detailed processes allow for increased efficiency.
Sprint Power stays focused on market-specific considerations and unique
client goals to create integrated solutions, as well as investing in the right
people, technologies and R&D processes that aim to build long-term
partnerships.
Sprint Power’s technical team works closely with each client to extract
the key requirements of every project. While simulation is an ongoing
process during the design phase, the company’s engineers undertake
initial feasibility studies and technical analysis.

Final system testing usually takes place on the target application or on a
prototype representation such as a vehicle test mule.
Sprint Power’s advanced manufacturing facility enables the company
to begin series production of components, systems and powertrains,
including high- and low-voltage systems, power distribution units and
complete electrical architectures.

Verification and validation requirements are developed before hardware
becomes available and testing can begin. Once simulation and validation
is complete, prototypes can be manufactured during the design phase.

Typical NPI
process

Phase 0

SPDP
Gateways
SPDP
Phases
Hardware
Phases
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Phase 1

PV

Phase 2

PPS

TA

Concept Development
Innov Strat Phase

Feasibility Phase

Phase 3

CC

FC

Product Development

PP

SOP

Process Development

Production

Concept Phase
PoC

A Sample

C Sample

D

B Sample
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Project Management

Governance and Control
Business Management

We work flexibly with established project management and
cost control tools to adapt to varied requirements. Our project
management office and engineering teams are experienced in
handling multiple complex projects for OEMs, R&D departments,
Tier 1 suppliers and government-funded enterprises. Whether
undertaking ‘live’ risk management procedures to setting detailed
financial control budgets, Sprint Power can effectively manage
each project from concept to completion.

Our team works with quality management systems aligned to APQP
processes such as FMEA and PPAP. Each department integrates
quality management procedures into their work and regards
environmental health and safety as a core pillar to business success.
In 2020, Sprint Power achieved the ISO 9001 quality management
certification, signifying the company’s robust procedures and
integrated business processes that ensures each project is
completed on time and on budget.

Engineering Development Process
Sprint Power has been built from the ground up to design,
engineer and manufacture. We have developed a requirementsled engineering process that adheres to global regulatory and
homologation requirements and ISO 26262 safety and APQP
development standards. Initial specifications are generated by
understanding client and market requirements, systems are
developed using advanced engineering processes, and prototypes
are benchmarked against the competition for optimum results.
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Come and join us!
As Sprint Power continues to grow, we are
always on the look-out for talented engineers
who are passionate about designing the latest
EV and low carbon technologies.
We pick the projects that interest us,
which ensures no two projects are ever the same.
Our projects include electrification, autonomous,
hydrogen fuel cell and F1 programmes.
We offer a really fun place to work, with cuttingedge facilities, and even an American-style diner
on site. What more could you ask for?
Contact us today and start an exciting new
journey with us: jobs@sprint-power.com
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www.sprint-power.com
info@sprint-power.com
+44 (0) 3303 203040

Sprint Power Technology Limited
@sprintpoweruk
@sprintpower
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